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INTRODUCING THE AVANT 620.
The Furniture Guild mixes high-end design with practical functionality to create the newest addition to their 600 Series of 
heirloom-quality bathroom vanities. Introducing the Avant 620, a modern masterpiece with a sleek wall-mounted design 
and distinctive metal trim. This beautiful vanity offers abundant storage with a taller-than-average 30" height that includes 
two tiered storage inside plus an open shelf for towels and other bath accessories. With minimalist lines and an elegant yet 
contemporary vibe, Avant brings a dramatic pop of style to any luxury-minded bathroom.

Like its popular sister vanity, the Alton,  the Avant 620 features a 1⁄2" x 2" metal detail which appears thin and subtle from the 
front, while offering a bolder, more substantive look when viewed from the side. Fully integrated finger pulls are also outfitted 
in matching metal trim. The design options for the Avant are nearly limitless, with six stunning metal finishes that can be 
combined with 50 panels finishes, including traditional and exotic woods, unique textured finishes, and super matte and high 
gloss acrylics. Standard sizes start at 24" and extend up to 72" with configurations that include single and double basins, and 
centered and offset placements. Custom sizing is available upon request. The interior of each vanity features the company’s 
ingenious “drawer inside a drawer” concept to maximize storage while maintaining clean design lines. Interiors can be further 
customized with dividers, LED lighting and integrated outlets as desired.

Like all designs from The Furniture Guild, the Avant 620 vanity is built to exacting heirloom-
quality standards using substructure construction. Each piece comes with a lifetime warranty 
and is made to order by a single craftsman – no assembly line construction here. The 
company is known for its impeccable quality and its stringent environmental standards. Each 
furniture piece is crafted from FSC certified hardwood and incorporates a  3⁄4" purebond 
formaldehyde-free furniture grade plywood. All finishes are GREENGUARD certified for 
indoor air quality, and their Guildstone countertops are made from 60% organic products.

Discover the beauty and practicality of the Avant 620 and take advantage of an  
opportunity to create custom piece of bathroom furniture that will last a lifetime. Prices start 
from $5345.00 For more information, go to furnitureguild.com or call 1-888-479-4108 for 
dealer locations nationwide.
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TAKING MODERN STYLE TO NEW HEIGHTS   



ABOUT THE FURNITURE GUILD

Headquartered in Canton, Georgia, every piece is constructed on site at the Furniture Guild facility, giving the 
company meticulous control of quality and timing. Each completed piece is carefully sealed during an intense fin-

ishing process. The end result is a beautiful piece of custom bathroom furniture that carries the Furniture Guild’s lifetime 
warranty against defects in materials and workmanship under normal household use.  
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AVANT 620 VANITY IMAGE OPTIONS


